Casino Café de Paris, the latest gaming concept launched by
Société des Bains de Mer

Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer re-invents its gaming experience in a resolutely sparkling spirit
by revealing its new Casino Café de Paris concept, which positions Monaco as THE gaming
destination on the French Riviera, where players take risks and have fun at the same time.
Open 24/7, Casino Café de Paris epitomises the adrenaline and effervescence of a modern and
evolved Monte-Carlo, combining the imperative for excellent service and hospitality with a chic and

casual lifestyle. This is the spirit in which Casino Café de Paris is being inaugurated on April 14, 2016,
with a grand launch party attended by emblematic personalities, and featuring slot machines and
surprising events based around gaming.
Close to the luxurious Pavillons Monte-Carlo shopping promenade, the new Casino subtly combines
an inimitable array of gaming tables and the most advanced, extravagantly designed machines.
Beginning at 2PM, the gaming tables open; roulette – not to be missed in Monaco – with a minimum
bet of €2, in addition to other fashionable games of the moment, such as Black Jack (minimum bet
€10) and Ultimate Texas Hold’em Poker (minimum bet €10). Exclusive to Casino Café de Paris, Punto
2000 Dragon Bonus is a modern and dynamic variant of Punto Banco for guests to discover, with a
minimum bet is €10, and offers the Dragon Bonus as a side option, presenting the chance to win 20
times the initial bet. Casino Café de Paris also has over 400 brand-new slot machines, 150 of which
are housed on an open-air furnished terrace. These state-of-the-art and sophisticated gaming
offerings accommodate those who dare to take risks, winners, strategists and intuitive players alike.

All of these elements make Casino Café de Paris an essential venue to frequent in the Principality; an
experience to enjoy with friends all year round. In addition, the décor – consisting of asymmetrically
arranged and innovative materials – sets a contemporary scene, which goes hand-in-hand with the
urban way of life proposed; quality food available at all times, a lounge area with entertainment and
also a creative cocktail lab.

Practical information:
Casino Café de Paris
Place du Casino, Principality of Monaco
T. + 377 98 06 21 21
Open 24/7.
casinocafedeparis.com

@casinocafédeparis @montecarloSBM
#casinosmontecarlo #mymontecarlo
About the Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer Group :
Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer delivers a unique experience combining luxury, well-being or
gastronomy and offers to its customers a world-unique resort: 4 casinos, including the only and
foremost Casino de Monte-Carlo which is the quintessence of gambling within the Principality, 4
hotels (Hôtel de Paris, Hôtel Hermitage, Monte-Carlo Beach, Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort), and
33 restaurants, 4 of them gathering a total of 6 stars in prestigious Michelin Guide. Monte-Carlo
Société des Bains de Mer is a hub of night-life, with an amazing choice of bars and concert rooms.
The Group, which is a talent scout and committed supporter of artistic creation, programs musical
events with daring artistic choices at the Sporting Summer Festival, at the Monte-Carlo Jazz Festival,
at La Rascasse or at the Buddha Bar. Its Jimmy’z disco has been one of the most famous in Europe for
over 40 years.
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